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UPCOMING NFT MARKETPLACE ARTCHIVE DEBUTS THEIR NATIVE TOKEN AT ZONAMACO ART FAIR
The highly-anticipated platform has launched their corresponding coin (ARTC) that will serve as a VIPaccess key to their NFT marketplace of works by world-renowned photographers like Ellen Von
Unwerth, David Montgomery and more.
MEXICO CITY, MX – FEB. 9, 2022 – ARTCHIVE, a forthcoming exclusive marketplace with NFTs depicting
pop culture icons, Britney Spears, Zendaya and Christina Aguilera, has officially launched their native
token called ARTC. ARTCHIVE, in tandem with Galore Media and Nikki L. Brown Art Advisory, will kick off
their celebratory debut at the acclaimed art fair in Mexico, ZONAMACO.
As the biggest art fair in Latin America, ZONAMACO serves as the perfect playground for ARTCHIVE to
debut their native currency. Alongside Galore Media and Nikki L. Brown Art Advisory, the platform will
host an intimate dinner party with local household names to celebrate the launch of ARTC. Previously,
ARTCHIVE showcased the news of their launch at America’s most comprehensive international
contemporary art fair, Art Basel. It was there that they hosted an exclusive event with world-renowned
photographer and participating ARTCHIVE creator Markus Klinko.
“We’re thrilled to be debuting the official news of ARTC at one of the world’s largest art fairs,
ZONAMACO,” says Creative Director of ARTCHIVE, Prince Chenoa. “ARTCHIVE merges the traditional art
world with the new in a revolutionary way, and our native token is just the beginning of what is to come
for the platform.”
For more information on their coin and marketplace, please visit https://artchivecoins.com/.
ABOUT ARTCHIVE
The red carpet of NFTs, ARTCHIVE, provides a platform for NFT-powered fine arts and photography
designed for the community on the Solana blockchain. Through collaborations with established and
influential artists and partners, ARTCHIVE brings forth a secured, user-friendly NFT marketplace,
scalable blockchain and a paired native token (ARTC). The ARTCHIVE mission is to ignite a creator-centric
platform that leverages blockchain in a powerful way.
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